Folding Bed
Mattress Protector

Available for all Jay-Be™ folding beds
Features
Made to measure Jay-Be™ folding bed mattress protector
Waterproof with micro-pores for breathability
Made from hypoallergenic materials
Easy zip-on design, encapsulating the whole mattress
Knitted surface fabric for an extra soft feel
Effective barrier against dust mites, allergens and mold
Silent & flexible membrane for protection with comfort
Can be used as a fitted sheet and mattress protector in one
Machine washable at 30ºC
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Product codes		
601799

Value Single

601299

Value Double

603799

Advance

608899

Revolution

604899

Jubilee, Royal and Impression Single

605299

Jubilee, Royal and Impression Double

607899

Supreme and Visitor Single

607299

Supreme Double

610999

J-Bed™ Single

611299		

J-Bed™ Double

606899

Crown

Dimensions & Packaging
Packed size: 49 x 32 x 6cm (0.01m3)
For shipping purposes, all protectors weights are less than 1.5kg/ 3.1 lbs
and packed weight is less than 1.7kg/ 3.5lb

*Mattresses are handmade, so dimensions and weights can vary slightly.
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Flexible & Silent
Waterproof Membrane
Made to measure, Jay-Be™ washable zip-on mattress protectors are a
perfect fit for your Jay-Be™ Folding Bed mattress. As well as guarding
your mattress against liquids, potential stain damage, dust mites and
allergens, the cover is also extra soft so it doubles up as a comfortable
fitted sheet to sleep on.

Designed with absolute practicality in mind, Jay-Be™ mattress protectors
are also fully machine washable and cover the whole mattress; and unlike
other waterproof covers, the high tech membrane is silent and flexible for
ultimate protection without that unpleasant plastic feel.
The cover’s micro-pores also allow air to flow freely for a fresher and
healthier sleeping environment.

Product is sold subject to Jay-Be® standard terms and conditions.
See full terms at jaybe.com/legal

